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CAVER’S CALENDAR
 
       March 10 – SAG Meeting at Wolff’s,        April 14 – SAG Meeting at Smith’s 
       6 Mill Rd., McCloud CA (916) 964-3123        3645 Summit Dr., Redding CA (916) 246-3942 
 

 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
TRAPPPED EXPLORERS RESCUED AFTER 5 DAYS  (Assoc. Press  12/11/88) 
Nineteen cavers were trapped in Holloch (Switzerland), one of Europe’s largest caves, due to flooding from an 
unexpected heavy rain storm. The 14 youths, aged 11 to 18, and five adults retreated to a dry spot, where they 
stayed until rescued. The article said they were well-equipped with food and camping equipment. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
LOOSE ENDS and MORE LEADS for 1989 
 
– Porcupine Butte Lava Tube, the upper level and the upper-level maze need to be mapped and the 

mirabilite snowballs need to be photographed. Also the lower end of the cave continues as air movement 
can be felt beyond the fault line. 

- There are about two hundred feet of passage in the upflow end of Sign Cave needing to be surveyed. 
Continuing passages have been found in Sign and Hourglass Caves, so there should be a continuation of 
Porcupine Butte Cave as well, below the fault line. 

– Water Caves complex survey needs to be finished. Peter Bosted et al. started surveying this huge lava 
cave system awhile back but didn’t get finished. It’s a big project and will prove to be worth while. 
Perhaps we should join forces some day and have a Cavefest out there as a joint grotto trip. Man Eatin’ 
Cave is in the lower end of the same flow. There’s reportedly a cave downflow from Man Eatin’ Cave 
that has a pit about 300’ upcave from the entrance. (I got this lead from a very reliable source.)   

– Lakelevel Cave still needs to be mapped and a biological survey done. White-winged insects have been 
sighted and the Shasta Salamander (adult and juvenile) have been sighted on at least one occasion. There 
are two surface pits near Lakelevel as well....  

– A physical connection between Bobcat and Orange Tape Caves may be possible with the aid of a rigid 
ladder. We may gain access to an entrance sink of Orange Tape Cave.  

– Check out a cave system just east of Giant Crater. Lots of large passage plus blowing leads in 
breakdown. At least one ice cave is in the system.  

– Watch Yellowjacket Ice Cave to see if it’s open again next year. Recon Nov.’88 found going passage 8’ 
wide, 4’ high, over and down a gentle ice slope to a pool of water, and a junction of passage that appears 
to be going two ways.   
The grotto Leads List has dozens of hot leads to chase down. Some will require more research or 

verification from their discoverers, while others have such specific location information that you may wonder 
why they haven’t been looked at before! 

Grotto members need to spend more time in “our” favorite caving areas close to home. The 1990 NSS 
Convention isn’t that far away and we need to familiarize more members with cave locations near the 
convention site. We need trip leaders! 
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[Note to readers: The SAG RAG Index shown below follows the pagination of the original issues. For pdf-
formatted issues, caves are indexed in the Cave Index accompanying the pdf versions – pdf ed.] 
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1989 Shasta Area Grotto Membership List 

 

 
 

 
 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Sunbeam Pit To Be Impacted by Powerline Project –  

It has been noted that Sunbeam Pit will be directly underneath a powerline tower of this project. It is 
hoped that it can be handled at the District-level (i.e. Cavers to Ranger), but if not (!),we will need to take the 
time and make a pubic complaint of sorts and recommend that they move the tower a few hundred feet north 
of its proposed location.  

 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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LETTERS TO THE EDITORS: (an excerpt of a letter from Al and Phylis Henderson….) 
 

“Hi! We are sure that if everyone else who receives the SAG RAG is as pleased with the cover as we are, 
you have some mighty pleased people. Liked those bats for pulling the sleigh, and all the rest.” 

“Al crawled in a few caves this summer – mainly near Eagle Lake, but I did not. Wanted to explore some 
while at Dance Country [in McCloud]… but was doing good just to dance. OK now. Hopefully we will get 
back to caving when the weather gets better.” 

                                                                                                                                        Happy Caving-------- 
                                                                                                                                               Al & Phylis 
 

Letters Continued……..here’s one from Max Tenscher… 
 
“… comment time drawing nigh on Tombstone (Mtn.) area FS sales, as you probably know. Important to 

protect the fragile limestone slopes…” 
 
 
 
This jogs me back to an earlier reminder he gave us which WE never did anything about! If we have a 

concern that the “timber machine” will ruin this limestone country we love so much, we should get on the 
bandwagon and let the USFS  folks know that there are some concerns for caves, although few caves have 
been found, a great potential is out there. 

 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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